BILLING SCENARIO: AVERAGE DAILY VALUE BILLING, TIERED RATES, NO
PRORATED FLOWS
In this scenario, you are billing a
client for a previous period – such as
the most recent quarter – at multiple
rates using the average value billing
method. Because you are using the
average daily value billing method,
you do not need to make
adjustments to the billing amount for
capital flows. This document shows
you the settings you need on your
billing spec to achieve a billing
statement similar to the example on
the right.

EXAMPLE OF A STATEMENT
The image on the right shows a
statement displaying the calculation
of the gross fee using the
appropriate rate.

Online
The Average Value Billing method can only be used with client presentations. On our website, we have
provided a document with all the available billing page settings to help you setup the billing page. For
more information, see Page Specifications – Billing Statement Page.
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EXAMPLES OF SPEC SETTINGS
The sections below show you how to set up your spec, highlighting only the most important settings for each
tab. If a setting is not mentioned, it is not relevant for this billing scenario.
Important
• The Average Value Billing method will only work when billing in Arrears. If you select the Bill In
Advance setting on the General tab and then try to select the Bill total Portfolio by Average
Daily/Monthly Value setting, you will receive an error.
• All billing specifications must be assigned to portfolios and/or groups before you can produce a
statement. See Assigning Billing Specs and Forms for instructions on the various methods to assign
billing specifications and forms to portfolios and/or groups.

THE GENERAL TAB
• Dates – should be the prior billing
period. In this example, we show
billing for the third quarter of 2010,
assuming that we are preparing
the bill on a date after 9/30/2010.
• Prices – Leave blank.
PortfolioCenter will automatically
pull the price file of the date for
which the average value billing is
being calculated.
• Bill In – Arrears should be
selected in this setting. This
setting controls what date the
portfolio is valued. If is selected,
the portfolio is arrears valued on
the To date using the To Price.
• Bill at Single Rate – This box should be unchecked.
Important
The option to prorate capital flow is not available with the Average Value Billing method. This tab will be
grayed out once the Bill total portfolio by Average setting is selected on the Rates tab.
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THE RATES TAB
• Bill Total Portfolio by Average
Daily/Monthly Value – should be
selected using the Daily option. This
setting controls what type of average
value billing method to use: daily or
monthly. If daily is selected, the portfolio
fee is calculated using each day’s ending
value. If monthly is selected, the portfolio
fee is calculated using each month end
value.
• Rates… button – enter the rate in percent
format in the rate column for up to 5 rates
on a schedule, similar to the example on
the right.

Important
All rates should be entered as the annual rate for the period you are billing. For example, if you charge a
client 1% annually, the rate you enter on the rates tab should be 1.
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